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Abstract
In this paper, we present a method for window
detection, robust enough to process complex façades
of historical buildings. This method is able to provide
results even for facades under severe perspective
distortion. Our algorithm is able to detect many
different window types and does not require a
learning step. We achieve these features thanks to an
extended gradient projection method and introduction
of a façade color descriptor based on a k-means
clustering in a CIE-Lab color space into the process.
This method is an important step towards creating
large 3D city models in an automated workflow from
large online image databases, or industrial systems.
As such, it was designed to provide a high level of
robustness for processing a large variety of façade
types.

1. Introduction
Modelling large urban areas has become a
challenging topic in recent years. The general goal in
this research field is the recognition of important
objects in the real urban scenes, creation of
corresponding 3D model and the visualization of the
model. Reconstruction of the buildings is considered a
key part in this workflow [2]. The motivation for our
work is to provide precise data for the building
reconstruction and the need to interpret scenes as part
of establishing an Internet-hosted Exabyte 3D World
model [6]. The need to address the human scale of
such a World model leads one to consider street side
images, either via the use of an organized industrial
sensor approach [3] or via crowd sourcing based on
user-provided imagery [11]. In this paper, we present
a method for the analysis of a building façade,
identification of levels containing windows and the
detection of windows.

We consider a single image scenario, where only
one image of the examined building is available. This
process can be easily extended into a multi-view
scenario with improved accuracy of detection. The
method described in this paper is designed to process
complex facades of historical building, containing a
large variety of ornaments, arches, patterns and
divisions. The algorithm is able to process façade
projected from a wide angle to the façade normal,
therefore under a high perspective distortion. For the
purpose of testing, we created a database of various
historical and modern buildings located in the urban
core of the Austrian city Graz and its peripherals. The
images also exhibit a variety in different lighting and
weather conditions.

2. Gradient projection façade analysis
In this section we will introduce an algorithm for
processing a single façade located in a single image.
Our work is based on horizontal/vertical gradient
projection approaches, primary on a work of Lee,
Nevatia [8]. This is a natural approach for the façade
analysis, but in the original form, it is not suitable for
complex facades, where the high levels of gradient in
vertical/horizontal direction can be located also
outside the windows area (see Figure 1). We therefore
introduce a new – extended gradient method to deal
with this problem. In our approach, the gradient
projection is used to create a more detailed division of
the façade. The resulting division is similar to the
super-pixel based semantic segmentation method
[5][9]. We use the k-means color clustering method
[1] to perform labeling.
As an input, we consider the building facades to be
identified in the single images by their borders. This
can be achieved in several ways. In the approach of
Lee, Nevatia [7] the aerial model of the scene with untextured building frames is available and the rectified

facades are obtained by projecting a digital image into
this model. For some images, we don’t have a frame
model available. In these cases, the facades were
labeled manually.

divided into a set of levels (bordered by separator
lines).
In the next step, each level is processed separately.
Firstly, the horizontal projection of gradient is
computed for each level. Subsequently, each level is
divided into a set of blocks. The application of
threshold on the horizontal projection in each level
will provide the borders for the block. The areas with
the overall projected gradient above the threshold and
the areas below the threshold are separated into
different blocks.

3. Description of the façade blocks

Figure 1: Four different types of facades in our
database. The vertical gradient projection is marked in
a green and the horizontal gradient projection is in a
red color. Façade (a) is relative simple and the
windows can be directly extracted from the projections.
Façade (b) has additional horizontal structures, which
make the horizontal separation difficult. In facades (c)
and (d) both projections are highly non-regular and the
extraction of windows is more complex.

2.1. Division of the façade into levels
In the first step, we compute the vertical projection
of the gradient. In a simple façade, the strongest
responses in the projection would be at the top and the
bottom frames of the windows. When combined with
the horizontal projection and the appropriate
threshold, this information would be enough to
estimate the borders of the windows. In the complex
facades of the European city cores, there are usually
other objects which present even stronger responses,
than window frames. The most common are the rims,
row of arches, brick-like patterns, color strips or
columns. Similar problem can be observed for modern
architecture facades with balconies, different color
paintings or wires. For the facades containing these
objects, the simple combination of the horizontal and
vertical projection will not give us required results.
In our approach, we use the vertical projection to
establish a horizontal division of the façade. For each
local peak in the vertical projection a horizontal
separator line is created. In this step, the façade is

Our next step is to decide if the block is part of the
window, or part of the façade. This is done in an
iterative process, where in each loop, the decision for
each block is made, if it is part of façade, or not. The
decisions are computed based on the size of the block,
color and the gradient content of the block. The reason
to use the color information in the process is for the
identification of the areas between windows and the
areas of the façade with high gradient content.
Previous works on horizontal/vertical projection of
building façade used mostly gradient information,
which is usually suitable for identifying smooth nonwindow levels. For the complex facades of historical
buildings, the gradient itself is not sufficient and the
introduction of another descriptor is necessary.
Building facades usually consist of the large areas
of uniform color, or small number of different colors
(in clusters). The changes of illumination (mostly
shadows) are often present and the same color may be
displayed in different level of brightness. Standard
area color descriptors, like RGB, or HSV histograms
proved to be insufficient for this task, as they did not
provide a correct description of a distribution of color
areas. For this reason, we used the k-means clustering
in CIE-Lab color space (see Figure 2). Selection of
this color space can provide two significant
advantages:
1.
Euclidean distance of two colors in CIE-Lab
space is directly proportional to the visual
similarity of the colors. This can provide
simple metric for a clustering.
2.
The clustering can be performed only in “a”,
”b” space, which represent the color value
component. The “L” component in CIE-Lab
space represents the luminosity. A single
value of L computed as a mean of each color
in the cluster can be used as representative
for each cluster to cope with shadows and
illumination problems.

Figure 2: k-means clustering in CIE-Lab color space. Top row – façade with uniform color and it’s clustering
visualization on the right side. The façade in the bottom row consist of areas with several different colors. This nonuniformity express by itself as several different clusters in a color space.
In each iteration step, we are provided with blocks
labeled as the façade. The color of pixels in these
blocks is transformed into a CIE-Lab color space and
the process of clustering is performed. The number of
clusters is computed as follows:
1. k = 0; S = Ø
2. ∀c ∈ F : if ¬ ∀s ∈ S : c − s ≤ th c → S

( (

))

3. k = |S|
Where k is the number of clusters, F is the set of
façade pixel’s colors and th is threshold for the
distance of two colors belonging into the same cluster.
In the initial step, the blocks horizontally longer
than 1/3 of the façade width are automatically labeled
as façade blocks. In each subsequent step blocks are
re-labeled according to the actual color description of
the façade. When all blocks in one level are labeled as
the façade, the entire level is excluded from the
reclassification, but still contributes to the area color
descriptor. After several iterations – usually less then
five, depending on the complexity of the façade – there
are no more changes in labeling. After this step, all
blocks are labeled as façade, or unlabeled. Window
blocks are identified as a non-façade blocks with
gradient content.

4. Results
In our experiments, we use the dataset of 19 facades
with 392 windows manually labeled. Of these, 369
windows were detected by the algorithm.
In the next step, we compare our method with the
typical gradient projection method, as described in the
paper of Lee, Nevatia [8]. Precision of window

placement (in percentage) is computed as ratio
between the width/height of detected window and the
closest manually labeled window width/height to
façade dimension. In this experiment, we examine a
relationship between the gradient content, as the
measure of façade complexity and the precision of
window placement. Gradient content of the façade is
computed as an average of gradient value {0,...,255}
for each façade pixel (windows pixels are not
considered as part of the façade in this case). The
results are displayed in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Relationship between the gradient content of
the façade (excluding windows) and the precision of
windows detection (in percentage). The blue line is
displaying the relationship for the standard gradient
projection method; the red line is for the extended
gradient method, using color histograms; the orange
line is for the extended gradient method using k-means
in CIE-Lab color space. Crosses mark some plotted
façade averages.

From the results of this experiment we can conclude,
that method described in this paper (extended gradient
method) performs significantly better for the facades
with high gradient content. Most historical building in
our database (city core in Graz) has a gradient content
between 40 and 50. In this group, the precision of
window placement can improve up to 40%, using kmeans clustering. Some examples of buildings with
high gradient content and the resulting window
detection can be observed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: An example of windows projected back to
the facades. All buildings have complex facades and
are under perspective distortion.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method for detection
of windows in complex facades. The method is robust
enough to process a large diversity of facades, from
simple modern architecture, to the historical facades
containing many decorative objects. This method can
be considered as a step between the gradient projection
approaches [10][8] and the general segmentation
methods [4]. In addition to the gradient information,
we used the CIE-Lab based color descriptor for
labeling. This approach exploited the native uniform
coloring of building facades and provided us with an
advantage over previous methods.
Even through this paper is focused on a window
detection, we observed that many typical façade
objects (arches, rims, columns, rectangular patterns,…)
have a specific signature in the gradient projections,

and thanks to the division into multiple levels, they can
be identified as well. Therefore in our future work, we
will focus on the more general façade analysis.
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